
Q.1 Four possible answers A, B, C & D to each question are given. Circle the correct
one.         (20x1=20)
1 Insert command is used to insert:

   (A) A new record (B) A new column (C) A view (D) A new table 
2 The category of data that describes and entity is called:

   (A) Attribute (B) Data item (C) Record (D) Tuple 
3 Which of the following is used to describe the characteristics of an object?

   (A) Modality (B) Attribute (C) Cardinality (D) Entity 
4 Which of the following is correct association?

   (A) File = column (B) Record = row (C) Field = row (D) Record = table 
5 The columns of a table correspond to:

   (A) Table (B) Record (C) Field (D) Cell 
6 The row of relation can be of ___________ order.

   (A) Any (B) Same (C) Sorted (D) Constant 
7 Which of the following is degree of table?

  (A) Totoal number of rows (B) Total number of columns (C) Total number of cells 
(D) Total number of foreign keys 

8 A relation is also known as:
   (A) Table (B) Record (C) Field (D) Cell 

9 Which of the following is not included in the definition of entity?
   (A) Person (B) Object (C) Concept (D) Action 

10 Which of the following is used to associate entities with one another?
   (A) Entity (B) Attribute (C) Identifier (D) Relationship 

11 In Ms Access, table contains:
   (A) Fields (B) Record (C) Character (D) File 

12 Every relation should have:
   (A) Primary key (B) Candidate key    (C) Secondary key (D) Mutually key 

13 Views are also called:
   (A) Complex Tables (B) Simple Tables (C) Virtual Tables (D) Actual Tables 

14 To find all names start with M from student table, the criteria is:
   (A) Like “M?” (B) Like “M –“ (C) Like “M#” (D) Like “M *“ 

15 A key that consists more than one attributes is called:
   (A) Foreign key (B) Composite key (C) Primary key (D) Control key 

16 The selected candidate key is called:
   (A) Foreign key (B) Composite key (C) Primary key (D) Super key 

17 Which of the following is also known as control key?
   (A) Foreing key (B) Composite key (C) Primary key (D) Sort key 

18 _________ key does not hold uniqueness property.
   (A) Foreign (B) Candidate (C) Primary (D) Secondary 

19 A table must have a:
   (A) Primary key (B) Secondary key (C) Composite key (D) Sort key 

20 Foreign key is found in:
   (A) Parent Table (B) Dependent Table (C) Pivot Table (D) Index table 
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